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The Parker Ranch installation in Hawaii
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Chani Vines, and on behalf of the U.S. Department of Energy, I want to thank you for joining us for this webcast, “Energy Savings Performance Contracting: The Investment Grade Audit.”  This is presented as part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Technical Assistance Program.(Important Speaker’s note:  Meg will be changing slides and should be able to know when you are ready if we follow the script…but if she get’s ahead of you, ask her to go back.)
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Welcome to today’s session
for state and local grantees on

Energy Savings Performance Contracting (ESPC): 
The Investment Grade Audit (IGA)

Some tips before we get started…

• All attendee phone lines are muted
• Session will be recorded
• Please submit your questions via the Questions window
• As many questions as possible will be answered during the session
• Presentation slides will be sent to attendees a few days after the 

training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some tips before we get started…All attendee phone lines are muted so please submit your questions via the “Questions” window.This session will be recorded and the recording will be posted on the TAP website.All participants will be sent a copy of the slides after the training. Our experts will try to answer as many questions as possible, as time allows. If you still have questions when the session ends, we will be giving you contact email addresses for our technical experts.  We encourage you to reach out to them.
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What is TAP?

DOE’s Technical Assistance Program (TAP) supports the Energy 
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program (EECBG) and the 
State Energy Program (SEP) by providing state, local, and tribal officials 
the tools and resources needed to implement successful and 
sustainable clean energy programs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DOE Technical Assistance Program (TAP) provides state, local, and tribal officials the tools and resources needed to implement successful and sustainable clean energy programs.  Through TAP, DOE has launched a $26.4 million effort to assist EECBG & SEP Recovery Act recipients.  This effort is aimed at:Accelerating the implementation of Recovery Act projects and programs,Improving their performance,Increasing the return on and sustainability of Recovery Act investments, andBuilding protracted clean energy capacity at the state, local, and tribal level.
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How Can TAP Help You?

TAP offers –
• One-on-one assistance 
• Extensive online library, 

including –
– Webinars
– Events Calendar
– TAP Blog
– Best practices and 

project resources
– Facilitation of peer 

exchange

Topics include –
• Energy efficiency and 

renewable energy 
technologies

• Program design and 
implementation

• Financing
• Performance 

contracting
• State and local 

capacity building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAP offers a number of services, including one-on-one assistance and an extensive online resource library, including webcasts, an events calendar, the TAP Blog, best practices and project resources, and facilitation of peer exchange.  The program covers a number of topics, including:Energy efficiency and renewable energy technologiesProgram design and implementationState and local capacity building, and ESPC technical assistance.
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Provides a platform 
for state, local, and 
tribal government 
officials and DOE’s 
network of technical 
and programmatic 
experts to connect 
and share best 
practices on a 
variety of topics.

The TAP Blog

Access the TAP Blog!
http://www.eereblogs.energy.gov/tap/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We encourage you to explore the TAP Blog, at the web address on the slide.The blog provides a place for TAP experts and state, local, and tribal government officials to share best practices and connect on a variety of topics.
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Accessing TAP Resources

3) Ask questions via our call center at 
1-877-337-3827 or email us at 

solutioncenter@ee.doe.gov

We encourage you to –

1) Explore our online resources 
via the Solution Center

2) Submit a request via the 
Technical Assistance Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the launch of the Recovery Act, TAP introduced the Solution Center, an online portal for technical assistance resources like best practices, templates, webcasts, events calendar and TAP blog.  We are continually adding new resources and scheduling additional webcasts on advanced ESPC topics such as the this one – the investment grade audit – pricing or financing. You can also follow-the link on the Solution Center to submit a Technical Assistance Request, or call the number on the screen for help with your projects. Now I would like to briefly introduce our speakers for today’s webcast.

mailto:solutioncenter@ee.doe.gov�
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/solutioncenter/�
https://tac.eecleanenergy.org/�
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Irina Bulkley-Hopkins
SRA International, Inc.

Linda Smith
9Kft Strategies in Energy, LLC

Bonnie Phillips
City of Cincinnati 

Office of Environmental Quality

Today’s Speakers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Irina Bulkley-Hopkins has over 15 years of experience in the energy industry, specializing in policy and regulatory analysis, project and program management, and operations planning. Irina has served on both sides of the process – representing federal agencies such as the Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy Lab and the Department of Energy’s Western Area Power Administration – as well as working in private sector for companies such as AECOM (pronounced A-COM) Government Services, a major international government consulting firm, and XCEL Energy, one of the nation’s leading utilities. Linda Smith is President of 9Kft Strategies in Energy, LLC and has over two decades specializing in building energy efficiency as well as  energy savings performance contracting .Linda was a Senior Program Manager at the Colorado Governor’s Energy Office for over 17 where she designed, developed and led a performance contracting program that achieved over $200 million in performance contracting projects as well as market acceptance of this approach in the state.And lastly one of our ARRA grantees – Bonnie Phillips is the Environmental Compliance Manager for the City of Cincinnati Ohio’s Office of Environmental Quality. She has led the City’s energy savings performance contracting efforts while chair of the City’s Energy Management Team, and is here today to share her experiences with the Investment Grade Audit process.
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Today You Will Learn

• What is an Investment Grade Audit (IGA)
• What to Expect with an IGA
• How to Ensure IGA Success
• What happens during a facility visit
• What is an Energy Baseline
• What are key IGA results and decision items
• What are potential IGA shortcomings
• What to expect in an IGA report
• Available resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you, Chani, and on behalf of the Energy Savings Performance Contracting Team, I am pleased to welcome everyone to the ESPC Investment Grade Audit Webcast. We have an important topic before you today, and we know that it will be helpful to those of you that are using or are thinking of using energy savings performance contracts or ESPCs. Today you will learn: What is an Investment Grade Audit (IGA)What should you expect in this auditHow can you ensure IGA SuccessWhat happens during a facility visitWhat is an Energy BaselineWhat are key IGA results and decision itemsWhat are potential IGA shortcomingsWhat should you expect in an IGA report, and finallyWhat resources are available to support your understanding of these contracts.
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• A detailed account of energy and water use

• Cost/savings analysis of potential energy and water 
savings opportunities

• Project proposal of bundled measures, with a 
financing plan as well as implementation and 
savings verification plans

What is an Investment Grade Audit 
(IGA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Investment Grade Audit, known as an IGA, is the foundation for the entire ESPC project.  It involves:a detailed account of energy and water use in your facilities and grounds, a cost/savings analysis of potential energy and water savings opportunities, and a project proposal of bundled measures - with a financing plan, and an implementation plan, as well as a plan to verify the savings.
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ESPC Process

What to Expect:
IGA role in the ESPC process

Internal Guidance Meeting

Issue RFP

Realize Savings

ESCO implements ECMs

Select ESCO

ESCO performs IGA

Issue Implementation 
Contract

Issue IGA contract

Negotiate Investment 
Grade Audit (IGA) Contract Negotiate ESP Contract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process flow chart on the screen depicts the role that the Investment Grade Audit plays in the overall Energy Savings Performance Contract process.As you can see, the IGA is an important tool that typically falls after ESCO selection, but before you actually begin to negotiate an ESPC.  The results of the IGA inform the design of your ESPC and provide the recommended Energy Conservation Measures, referred to as ECMs.
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• Heating

• Cooling

• Ventilation

• Controls

• Lighting (including Traffic Lights)

• Deferred Maintenance

• Renewables

• Water and Waste Water

What to Expect:
Types of Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many types of ECMs that can be incorporated into your ESPC.  The more ECMs, greater facility improvements, lower rates and more conservation for each dollar invested, can be achieved when ECMs with longer-term payback are bundled with (and offset by) the ECMs with quick payoff terms. This is known as a portfolio approach, and it offers additional benefits by reducing contract and administrative burdens and optimizing energy savings allowing facility managers to spread out perceived performance risk by combining a portfolio of ECMs.  An example – window and roof replacements are considered long pay back items, so they can be bundled with traffic signals and street light projects, as well as interior and parking lot lighting, that use a lot of energy, and have very short payback periods. There are other ECMs  that you and your ESCO will likely consider:HVAC systems can be large and complicated, so an ESCO will usually investigate the efficiency gain and cost of replacing your HVAC equipment. A new building management system also can be programmed to automatically optimize start and stop times for HVAC equipment and overall system operations. (continued on next page) 
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• Utility Use Baseline 

• Scope of Work

• Fixed Price

• Financing Plan 

• Commissioning Plan

• Measurement & Verification Plan

What to Expect:
Key IGA Components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IGA Report includes a number of key components that we’ll address:  Baseline of current utility use as a reference to determine savingsThe proposed scope of work resulting from a cost/savings analysis, with a fixed priceA financing plan including guaranteed savings and any other available funding sourcesA construction and commissioning plan for project installation And a measurement & verification plan, or M&V plan, to document how each measure’s guaranteed savings will be verified.
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• Use resources and get assistance

• Establish an internal team

• Develop a sound contract

• Be open to auditing all facilities

• Leverage funding sources

• Work with your ESCO

How to Ensure IGA Success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more you and the facility representatives are involved, the more successful the project will be!  At the end of this session, we’ll share a variety of resources to help you along the path to success.Set-up an internal team to represent all aspects of your facilities and decision-making processes.  Include the top-level decision-makers, facilities director, key maintenance and engineering staff, a finance or budgeting representative, division managers or building managers (including the environmental department if you have one), the contracts officer (as an introduction to the ESPC contract to come), the janitorial supervisor, an occupant representative, and other administrative staff.  This will ensure you have buy-in from the start and support to overcome any hurdles down the road. Similarly, the ESCO needs to make available a team of experts to interact with your team.  It should be an interactive process, so meet regularly and discuss developments so that the end report is a product you can more easily agree to.(speaker notes continued on next page)
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BIG QUESTION: 
IN THE MULTITUDE OF WHAT IS 
AVAILABLE, WHAT DATA NEEDS 

EVALUATION AND HOW?

How to Ensure IGA Success:
What Data to Evaluate?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If possible, facility profile data and complete utility data for all buildings envisioned for your project should be made available to the ESCOs at the pre-bid meeting. Monthly utility data and bills, including electric (including on-site generation), natural gas, diesel oil (if diesel generators are present), heating oil, propane, steam, hot water, chilled water, water and sewer, for at least the last two fiscal years, should be made available to the ESCOs at the pre-bid meeting, as well.  We strongly suggest evaluating at least 24 months of your utility bills, because, among other things, it helps better identify abnormal conditions (if any), and to allow for a more sound regression analysis.  You may also give the ESCOs permission to get the data directly from the utility company, which will then require a signed affidavit for each ESCO and each utility. Please contact your utility first, to find out how they wish to handle this option. They might want to provide the data in an electronic format to the owner and then you can provide the electronic files to the ESCOs.
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• Building square footage
• Construction data for buildings and major additions, including 

building envelope
• Occupancy and usage information
• Energy-consuming/saving equipment already used on the 

premises (review large equipment specification sheets)
• Energy management procedures utilized on the premises
• Energy-related improvements already made or currently being 

implemented
• Changes in the structure of the facility or energy-using or 

water using equipment

Additional Data to Review 
during an IGA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While reviewing historical information derived from utility bills for the last 2-3 years is important, there are other data that can and should be reviewed during an IGA. These are listed on the next two slides. Let me mention one of these on this slide -- - it is very important to obtain a detailed description of energy-consuming and/or energy-saving equipment already being used on the premises, including large equipment specification sheets.
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• Future plans for building/equipment modifications and 
replacements  

• Facility drawings and specifications
• Original construction submittals and factory data
• Operating engineer logs, maintenance work orders
• Records of maintenance expenditures on energy-using 

equipment, including service contracts
• Prior energy audits or studies
• Commissioning documents
• Computerized maintenance system records
• List of motors
• Recent combustion tests (e.g., for the boilers)

Additional Data to Review 
during an IGA (continued)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the second slide of data that should be reviewed during an IGA process.Here, I wanted to mention that it is equally advisable to collect as many facility drawings and specifications, as possible – and those may include mechanical, plumbing, electrical, building automation and temperature controls, structural, architectural specifications as well as modifications and remodels. Reviewing this information helps form a more complete “picture” of your facility’s energy use and needs.
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• Discuss facility operation

• Discuss comfort problems and requirements

• Discuss facility improvements 

• Conduct equipment survey

• Measure all important parameters, collect data

• Log power loads

• Identify approach to hazardous materials (if any)

Facility Visit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A facility visit allows for an audit (or inventory) that provides a snapshot of how the various systems and components are operating in the building. Facilities audits are accomplished by assessing buildings, grounds, and equipment, documenting the findings, and recommending options to increase efficiency, reduce waste, and save money. One other objective is to measure the value of an aging component relative to the cost of replacing it. So, facility audit provides the bases against which future facilities maintenance efforts and planning occur, and serve as a tool for projecting future maintenance costs. Facility Audits: Help planners, managers, and other staff know what they have, its condition, service history, maintenance needs, and location; provide facts to inform facility improvement plans (and future maintenance plans); provide in-depth analysis of product life cycles (such as determining actual life vs. expected life) and establish a baseline for measuring facilities energy savings and maintenance progress.(Speaker’s notes continue on next page)
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Energy Baseline 
is the energy consumption that would have 
happened if all the existing equipment and 

systems were working, and normal service levels 
were maintained at the pre-project level of energy 
efficiency under the same demands (such as the 

weather).

Energy Baseline Establishment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Energy Baseline is the energy consumption that would have happened if all the existing equipment and systems were working, and normal service levels were maintained at the pre-project level of energy efficiency assuming the same demands, such as the weather. To develop the baseline, your ESCO will use utility data for at least the preceding two years, depending on the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol, or IPMVP, method that is selected.It is very important for facility owner to review and understand exactly how that baseline is developed and what assumptions are made. It is also important to understand the parameters behind the baseline. What was the occupancy in the facilities? What were the thermostat settings? What were the operating hours? All of these assumptions must be documented (and preferably witnessed to some degree by the owner’s representative) and agreed to, and they should be included in the final ESPC contract.(Speaker’s notes continue on next page) 
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• Facilities description and status (discussed in previous 
slide)
– Consider future plans for building use 
– Include a needs assessment from maintenance and occupants

• Baseline of energy consumption (discussed in previous 
slide)
– Review and approve
– Consider what-ifs

• Analysis of Each Proposed Measure
– Review cost and savings estimates 
– Ensure the measurement and verification plan is viable for each 

measure

IGA Results and Decision Items:
Savings Opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Irina. The IGA delivers critical information in a detailed report that can be many inches thick!  Let me highlight what you’ll get and what to review because this becomes the foundation for your entire project. The report boils down to 3 key areas to focus in on – the savings opportunities (meaning the upgrades), the money flow, and project implementation plans.   First, savings opportunities start with a written facilities overview with detailed descriptions of each energy and water-using system.  This captures the big picture as well as the details from the facility visit that Irina just described and from the many interactions with you and your staff about your wants and needs, from a review of utility bills and all the other information you’ve provided.  This underscores the importance of providing your ESCO with good information in the first place.  It’s important to review and comment on these findings and assumptions.  If you’ve been communicating with the ESCO regularly, this report should be an accurate representation. (Speaker’s notes continue on the next page)
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• Firm Fixed Price
– Conduct a reasonableness test of itemized costs for each 

measure
– Consider the elements in the overall price

• Savings Estimates and Guarantee
– Consider the potential impact on the utility rate structure
– Evaluate the proposed escalation rate and consider its impact

• Financing Model
– Consider proposed financing and funding sources
– Evaluate the payment plan over the financing term
– Determine how to secure the financial provider
– Consider all conditions, early payment options, penalties

IGA Results and Decision Items:
The Money

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ESCO will present the potential scope of work for an ESPC project – this is a bundled package of ECMs that can be paid for through cost savings and other available funds.  Take a good, hard look at this.  You’ll see a payment table showing buy-down from guaranteed savings and other funding sources (if any), each year for the entire financing term.  The ESCO will propose a firm fixed price - this price is based on the roll-up of costs that you already evaluated for each measure, and on the roll-up of savings that you already reviewed for each measure.   Interactions between ECMs need to be accounted for here to avoid double-counting of savings as well as to optimize system performance and equipment costs.  Again, a 3rd party engineering review may be valuable.  An escalation rate is often used to annually escalate the utility rates – consider the risk if utility rates do not escalate as projected.   Ask your ESCO to compare the escalated savings to non-escalated savings to help assess the risk. Work with your ESCO and utility to consider the impact of reduced energy use on your utility rate scheduleLook at what financial resources were investigated and begin to establish a financing plan to seek financing.  Approve any added funding sources that are proposed, such as utility rebates, up-front payment, or any grants or bonds that may be available.
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• Commissioning Plan 
– Ensure the commissioning plan is sound

• Construction Plan
– Consider what-ifs and how they’ll be managed, including 

hazardous materials

• Measurement and Verification Plan
– Assess the overall plan 
– Ensure it’s a protocol that can be clearly applied and sustained 

IGA Results and Decision Items:
Implementation Plans

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IGA report also lays the groundwork for installation.  Review all plans for commissioning, construction and measurement and verification.  A commissioning plan will ensure that systems are designed correctly and are installed to meet the defined operational and performance criteria.   The measurement & verification (M&V) plan is a roll-up of the individual M&V plans that were established for each measure.  These will need to be adjusted where there are system interactions.  Ensure that the M&V plan can be clearly applied and that it can be sustained over time.  
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Potential IGA Shortcomings

• Incomplete audit

• Pre-defined scope

• Unclear pricing

• Ineligible savings streams

• Lack of due diligence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course there can be some shortcomings.  In the interest of getting the implementation contract signed, the audit step can get short-changed with the ESCO’s promise to complete it during the implementation stage.  However, once the ESPC contract is signed the focus immediately switches to installation,  and the incomplete elements don’t get the necessary attention.  This often is the case with the M&V plan.Another point - If the facility owner defines the buildings and the scope of work, as in traditional contracting, the full benefit of the ESCO’s expertise and the ESCO’s model to identify cost-effective opportunities can be lost.Unclear pricing may leave you wondering if you’re getting good value.  Pricing should be itemized, transparent and fully divulged.  ESCOs identify all potential funding streams to help the projects cash-flow.   Some savings streams that you may determine ineligible are staff labor savings (since you likely won’t lay-off staff),  savings from energy education training that is difficult to quantify or measure, savings from maintenance supplies (which may not apply throughout the entire term or which can easily be overstated), future budget contributions (which governments typically cannot do).  Again, it’s important to review and agree to the assumptions.Lack of due diligence, on either the ESCO’s side or on the facility’s side, to develop or review the cost and savings estimates and funding plan can lead to problems when negotiating the implementation contract.  
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IGA Report Expectations

• Realistic assumptions

• Completeness

• A clear guide to implementation

• A roadmap to any future energy efficiency retrofit 
work in the facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the IGA needs to based on realistic assumptions and provide a clear guide to implementation, serving as a roadmap to any future energy efficiency retrofit work in the facility.And, now we’re going to hear from Bonnie about her experiences with IGA’s[Linda hands it over to Bonnie]
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Cincinnati’s ESPC Success

• $14.7M - energy efficient upgrades in 69 of 400 bldgs.

• $11M financed with energy savings, $1.7M City Capital, $1.1M     
EECBG, $440K Duke Rebates, $400K State Grant

• $1M+ Guaranteed Annual Energy Savings.

• 10M kWh and 150K ccf reduction.

• Nearly 9K metric tons/year of GHGE Reduction    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie



Leveraging of City Dollars to Reduce Costs/Increase 
Energy Efficiency

City Financed with GUARANTEED 
Energy Savings

Duke Energy Rebates

City Capital

Federal Grant (EECBG)

State ODOD Grant

Total Project Costs: $14,791,331

$11,027,605

$402,937

$1,137,306

$1,707,737

$443,746

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie



Dept./ 
Contractor

Total Project 
Costs

City Financed 
w/Energy 

Savings

City Capital Duke Energy 
Rebates/

State Grants**

EECBG 
Funding

Guaranteed 
Annual 
Energy 
Savings

Energy Reduction 
(electric/gas)

Energy 
Generation

GHG 
Emission 

Reduction
(metric 

tons/year)
2009 Energy Services Performance Contracting – Round #1

Public Serv./ 
Ameresco

$2,723,812 $1,696,945 $230,000 $59,000/
$402,937

$334,930 $153,761 1,552,865 kWh/
11,703 ccf

100,000 
kWh

1,331

Public Serv./ 
Honeywell

$3,184,879 $2,814,707 $239,000 $131,172 $0 $295,583 2,263,211 kWh/
104,510 ccf

0 2,106

2009 Total $5,908,691 $4,511,652 $469,000 $190,172/
$402,937**

$334,930 $449,344 3,816,076 kWh/ 
116,213 ccf

100,000 
kWh

3,437

2010 Energy Services Performance Contracting – Round #2
Health/
Ameresco

$1,650,340 $1,180,340 $250,000 $20,000 $200,000 $112,615 994,865 kWh/
16,195 ccf

0 898

Lunken/ 
Ameresco

$177,764 $177,764 $0 $0 $0 $17,741 95,209 kWh/
4,036 ccf

0 99

CRC E/ 
Ameresco

$2,706,298 $2,045,050 $436,248 $25,000 $200,000 $194,462 1,448,802 kWh/
2,076 ccf

0 1,195

Total 
Ameresco

$4,534,402 $3,403,154 $686,248 $45,000 $400,000 $324,818 2,538,876 kWh/
22,307 ccf

0 2,192

Parking/ 
Honeywell

$1,605,947 $1,455,996 $0 $149,951 $0 $115,232 2,163,467 kWh 0 1,877

CRC W/ 
Honeywell

$2,670,291 $1,656,803 $552,489* $58,623 $402,376 $147,477 1,567,233 kWh/
11,600 ccf

0 1,423

Total 
Honeywell

$4,276,238 $3,112,799 $552,489 $208,574 $402,376 $262,709 3,730,700 kWh/ 
11,600 ccf

0 3,300

2010 Total $8,810,640 $6,515,953 $1,238,737 $253,574 $802,376 $587,527 6,269,576 kWh/
33,907 ccf

0 5,492

2009 and 2010 Energy Services Performance Contracting – Round #1 and #2
2009/2010 
Total

$14,719,331 $11,027,605 $1,707,737 $443,746/
$402,937**

$1,137,306 $1,036,871 10,085,652 kWh/
150,120 ccf

100,000 
kWh

8,929

City of Cincinnati Energy Services Performance Contracts (2009 and 2010)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie



Facility Audits

• Contracts set up to allow for “free” audits with 
performance contracts.
• City Departments identify buildings for consideration 
obtain proposal, certify funds.
• Multiple meetings with facility mgmt. staff to discuss 
planned future use of building and maintenance issues.
•ESCO reviews energy bills and sets priorities based on 
energy reduction opportunities and maintenance needs.
• Decisions made about use of capital funds.
• Facility Managers have final say on selection of 
buildings, sub-contractors, and equipment to be used.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bonnie
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You’re not on your own!!!

• Access the U.S. DOE Solution Center:
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/solutioncenter/default.html

• Consider an IGA contract template:
http://www.energyservicescoalition.org/resources/model/index.html# 
PreApproved_Contracts

• Get expert assistance:
– Contact your state energy office where technical assistance may be 

available: http://naseo.org/members/index.html
– Consider hiring a consultant to advise you
– Learn from ESCOs – just ask!

Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Irina says: Thank you Bonnie.  A terrific presentation.Well, we are almost ready for questions, but let me first review the many resources we have for you on this and other ESPC topics:You’re not on your own!!   There are many resources available that are available to help you.  First, DOE’s Solution Center offers a variety of good references.  As mentioned, use an already-proven contract template available at this website of the Energy Services Coalition (ESC) – a composite of ESPC contracts used in the public sector as developed by the ESC through DOE funding.  Get expert assistance:Your state energy office may offer technical assistance or general guidance so start with a call.  You may want to hire a technical professional to advise you through the process and to review the cost and savings estimates.  It’s important to select someone who is familiar with the ESPC approach and who will work as part of a team with your team and your ESCO.  Your ESCO has a number of experts on its team representing auditing, M&V, project management, financing, etc. Ask for training or ask for those specialists to directly work with you when needed.  Just ask!

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wip/solutioncenter/default.html�
http://www.energyservicescoalition.org/resources/model/index.html�
http://www.energyservicescoalition.org/resources/model/index.html�
http://naseo.org/members/index.html�
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Upcoming Webcasts

Please join us again:

For the most up-to-date information and registration links, please visit the 
Solution Center webcast page at www.wip.energy.gov/solutioncenter/webcasts

Title: Furthering Your Local Governments’ Energy Efficiency Goals: Part 1 – Getting Support 
From Local Leaders

Host: Katy Newhouse, ICF International; NASEO
Date:  July 26, 2011
Time: 2:00 – 3:30 PM EDT

Title: Exploring Power Purchase Agreements – The Basics Part 1
Host: Paul Aldretti, Center for Climate Strategies; ICF International
Date:  July 27, 2011
Time: 1:00 – 2:30 PM EDT

Title: Introduction to using Community-Wide Behavior Change Programs to Increase Energy 
Efficiency

Host: Sarah Busche, NREL
Date: July 28, 2011
Time: 3:00-4:15 PM EDT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please join us again for future webcasts.  More information and links for registration can be found on the Solution Center webcasts page at the link displayed on the slide.

http://www.wip.energy.gov/solutioncenter/webcasts�
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U.S. DOE Team Lead

Chani Vines: chani.vines@ee.doe.gov

ESPC Technical Assistance Team

Irina Bulkley-Hopkins: Irina_Bulkley-Hopkins@sra.com
Linda Smith: linda.smith@9kft.com

Grantee Speaker

Bonnie Phillips: bonnie.phillips@cincinnati-oh.gov

Contacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
U.S. DOE Team LeadChani Vines:  chani.vines@ee.doe.gov ESPC Technical Assistance TeamIrina Bulkley-Hopkins: Irina_Bulkley-Hopkins@sra.com Linda Smith: linda.smith@9kft.com  Grantee SpeakerBonnie Phillips: bonnie.phillips@cincinnati-oh.gov
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Questions?

Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now for our questions.(Speaker’s note: Irina selects questions, reads them to the webcast and she, Linda and Bonnie answer them.)Well, we hope that this webcast has been useful to you, and don’t hesitate to contact our technical experts via the email addresses listed in the presentation.
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